Directions for use:
1.

Insert 3”x5” Super Body Warmers into
Shield Pouches

2.

3.

Fold over the triple fold closure. Make
tight folds to ensure good water seal

Insert pouches into the six pockets in the
Armor Shirt. Make sure they go all the
way down.

Temperature: Warmer Conversion Chart (estimate)

< 40 = 6 pouches
40 - 45 = 5 pouches
45 - 50 = 4 pouches
50 - 60 = 2 pouches
o

-For optimal performance The Neptune System should
be worn as your base layer. If you choose any
additional layering please wear those items OVER your
Neptune. In addition, should you place anything else
in the shirt pockets make sure that it is not in between
the pouch and your skin.
–While wearing a wetsuit or any other tight fitting
clothing, occasionally “fluffing” the front of it will help
get added Oxygen to the warmers and increasing the
amount of heat generated.
-See Temperature Guide for an estimate on the
number of pouches to use. This will vary greatly from
person to person and depending on the environment.
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Neptune Performance Products LLC Warranties
against any manufacturer defect, but not again
active wear and tear or misuse.
For warranty related questions as well as all other
related questions and comments should be directed
to the following:
Customer Service Dept.
(636)590-6909
info@neptuneperformance.com
www.neptuneperformance.com

Warning!!!! You must use the Shield Pouches EVERY time you utilize the body warmers in the Neptune
System. Failure to do so could result in your sustaining burns from the body warmers. Neptune
Performance Products LLC is not responsible for injuries sustained during improper use.

The Neptune Thermoregulation System is not just a regular piece of athletic apparel. In order to ensure the best
performance from the system one must use this tool correctly as well as take proper care of it so that it hold up
under the conditions in which active individuals will be using it. Please read through these care instructions as
well as the directions for use on the opposite side, and follow them accordingly.

Product Care
The Shield pouches were specifically designed to be both
breathable and waterproof. This special fabric also needs
to easily transfer heat for the body warmer inside to the
outside and to your body. Unfortunately, this combination
compromised their durability. It will for this reason that it
is recommended that you NOT place anything other than
the body warmers inside the pouches. Their waterproof
inner liner can be easily scratched by any hard materials
place inside which could compromise the pouches’ ability
to keep water out.
Also, care needs to be taken when opening and closing the
pouches; again because any damage to the stitching could
compromise its waterproof capabilities.

Shield Pouches

Armor Shirt
The Neptune Armor Compression Shirt’s 4 way stretch
fabric has a Durable Water Repellent (DWR) applied to it in
order to help it shed water as quickly as possible.
Unfortunately, washing the shirt decreases the
effectiveness of the DWR. Applying Nikwax TX.Direct Spray
or a similar product will revive its ability to shed water so
consider using one of these once performance decreases.
In addition, constant friction on the fabric like that caused
by a backpack or harness will cause excessive wear of the
material in that area.

Laundry Instructions for both the Shield Pouches and the Armor Shirt:
Wash in cold water and line dry out of direct sunlight. Do not use fabric softener, not bleach on this
product.

